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Abstract. Today, there are various cloud computing services. With only a few clicks, users can get the on-
demand resources and services over internet without regard to where the services are hosted or how they are 
delivered. Moreover, the computing will become a kind of services that similar to traditional utilities such as 
water, gas, electricity, and telephony in the near-future. However, there are some security issue in Cloud 
computing should be solved. In this paper, we propose authentication-as-a-services (AaaS) architecture to 
provide a trust authentication infrastructure. In this design, user’s sensitive information will not leak to the 
service provider. Moreover, user can roaming in various service providers without re-registration and re-
authenticate. This design is a foundation for meshing-up a trust and anonymous Cloud computing. 
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1    Introduction 

The computing will become a kind of services that similar to traditional utilities such as water, gas, electricity, 
and telephony in the near-future. Due to the increase in the technological advancements, this kind of “every-
thing-as-a-service” (XaaS) [1] or called “cloud computing” [2] is becoming the hottest topics. The name cloud 
computing was inspired by the cloud symbol that is often used to represent the Internet in flow charts and dia-
grams. It is an innovative Information System (IS) architecture, visualized as what may be the future of compu-
ting, a driving force demanding of its audience to rethink their understanding of operating systems, client–server 
architectures, and browsers. Cloud computing results from the convergence of Grid Computing, Utility Compu-
ting, SaaS, and essentially represents the increasing trend towards the external deployment of IT resources. It 
has leveraged users from hardware requirements, while reducing overall client side requirements and complexity. 
With only a few clicks, users can get the on-demand resources and services over internet without regard to 
where the services are hosted or how they are delivered. Thus, the computing world is transforming towards 
developing software as a service, rather than to run on their individual computers. More and more services are 
offered in this way. Such as email, external data storage, and personal productivity applications offered by 
Google [3]; the social networking service offered by Facebook [4]; to the latest cloud rendering technology 
RealityServer [5] offered by NVIDIA ; and other cloud computing services [6-10].  

As those enterprises toward providing Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) for cus-
tomer, the numbers of cloud platform are increasing. Kinds of Web-scale end-user applications and services are 
developed, tested, deployed and operated. A rich ecosystem of Cloud computing services and providers has 
appeared. This complex environment provides choices, but also prose challenges to engineers to mash-ups and 
comparative. Some of the key characteristics include [11]: 
 Network access and management infrastructure 
 Availability and ubiquitous web access 
 Centralized feature updating, which avoids the need for downloadable patches and upgrades 
 Centralized application delivery model, including architecture, pricing, partnering, and management char-

acteristics; 
An integrated Cloud computing reference model has been proposed by Lenk et al. [12] as Figure 1. It can cate-
gorize the Cloud computing services on the basis of distinct service features. On the lowest level of the Cloud 
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infrastructure is the infrastructure as a service (IaaS). Providing computing and storage infrastructure in a cen-
tralized, location-transparent service. The platform as a service (PaaS) level included the Programming Envi-
ronment and Execution Environment, and the software as a service (SaaS) layer locates the applications that run 
on the Cloud and provide services to customers. 

 

Fig. 1. The Layered Services [12] 

However, there are no security standards specific to Cloud computing [13], and security often addressed as 
an afterthought in the rush to adopt those technologies. The data in a cloud ranges from public source, which has 
minimal security concerns. For highly sensitive information, the public trust that surrounds the handling of this 
data reflects an assumed level of high security. If a business’s primary function is to provide services that re-
quire sensitive data, then the security that they expect or need is higher than that required for a business that 
processes none-sensitive information. In our opinion, security services should be included in the IaaS layer to 
support the whole Cloud computing environment. There are seven security issues - privileged user access, regu-
latory compliance, data location, data segregation, recovery, investigative support, and long-term viability [14] 
should be developed. As we know, the first one of the above issues is about “authentication”. “You need to be 
able to log into the service, you need to give people a route to access it, you need protocols to send traffic to it” 
said Ken Munro, managing director of SecureTest [15]. It is probable for attackers to intercept the process of 
data transmission or access to the user interface. To tackle the illegal access and to prevent the information from 
being stolen during transmission, a password-based user authentication scheme is proposed for information 
integrity. Such authentication problem should be solved in the first priority. Recently, some scholars proposed 
authentication schemes [16,17]. And some propose password authentication scheme for the Telecare medicine 
information system and demonstrated that it can withstand various attacks [18,19]. However, those proposed 
schemes only suitable for single environment. Each one needs to construct the architecture for authentication. In 
this paper, we propose an authentication-as-a-services (AaaS) architecture to provide trust and anonymity for 
Cloud computing. 

2    The proposed Authentication-as-a-Services (AaaS) Scheme 

2.1 Overview 

We propose a privacy-preservation authentication scheme for Cloud computing architecture (Figure 2). In this 
scheme, users log into an authentication-as-a-service (AaaS) provider to get a token. With this token, user can 
roam in various everything-as-a-service (XaaS) providers without re-registration and re-authentication. It means 
that users do not have to leave sensitive information behind in different XaaS. The risk can be reduced for the 
Cloud computing service providers. 

 

Fig. 2. System overview 
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All of parameters mentioned in this scheme are defined as following notations in Table1. 

Table 1. Notations 

Notation Meaning 
IDi The identification of the user i 
PWi The Password of the user i 
SIDj The identity of XaaS j 

TKNi The token for authorized user i 
x The permanent token key of AaaS 

KAX The pre-shared key of AaaS and XaaS 
ni A random number 

Ex( ) A symmetric-key algorithm using key x to encrypt a message 
Dx( ) A symmetric-key algorithm using key x to decrypt a message 
Epi( ) A asymmetric-key algorithm using i’s public key to encrypt a message 
Dpi( ) A asymmetric-key algorithm using i’s public key to decrypt a message 

h(·) Hash function 
⊕ Exclusive-or operation 

2.2 Authentication Phase 

As a user login to AaaS for authentication, the authorized user will get a token for login.  

 

Fig. 3. Authentication Phase 

Step 1. The user login to AaaS with his account IDi and password PWi .  
Step 2. Suppose the user’s account has been verified, the following encrypted token is generated by the user’s 

identity IDi and the token’s due time Ts.  

 )||( sixi TIDETKN =  
(1) 

The token is sent back to the user. 

2.3 Service Commitment Phase  

As XaaS is asked for services by a user, the user’s token is used for anonymous authentication (Figure 4). 
Mutual authentication is achieved among AaaS, XaaS, and the user in this phase.  

 
Step 1. The user’s token TKNi , XaaS’s identity SIDj and the request time ti are concatenated and encrypt-

ed by AaaS’s public key PKAaaS for generating the following request message. 

 
)||||( ijiPKUi tSIDTKNEpreq

AaaS
=

 
(2) 

The message reqUi is sent to XaaS. 
 

Step 2. XaaS generates another request message reqXj by the key KAX and a nonce nj. 

 jAXXj nKreq ⊕=
 

(3) 

Then XaaS sends (reqUi, SIDj, reqXj ) to AaaS. 

 

ii PWID ,
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Fig. 4 Service Commitment Phase 

 
Step 3. As AaaS received above message, it decrypts reqUi by its secret key, )( UiSK reqDp

AaaS
, to get the 

user’s token TKNi, XaaS’s identity SIDj and the request time ti. XaaS’s identity SIDj should be 
confirmed since it is announced by the user and XaaS respectively. The request time ti should be 
also confirmed as it is in the reasonable time limit.  

 

Therefore, the token TKNi will be decrypted by token key, )()||( ixsi TKNDTID = , to get the us-

er’s identity IDi and the token’s due time Ts. And AaaS retrieve nj from reqXj. Only the Ts is not over 
due, AaaS generates another nonce ns, and following messages. 
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Then the message (resA1, resA2, resA3, resA4) is sent to XaaS. 
 

Step 4. As XaaS receives above message, XaaS can get the nonce ns and the request time ti as follows. 
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And these two values’ integrity can be verified as follows. 
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 4

?

3 )||||)(( AAis resrestnhh =  (6)
 

If the above equation hold, it means that XaaS has authenticate AaaS, and the correctness of the 
pre-share Key KAX has confirmed. 

Finally, XaaS generate following response message resX1 . 

 
)(1 jiX nhtres ⊕=

 
(7)

 

Then the message (resX1, resA3) is sent to the user. 
Step 5. As above message is received, the user retrieves h (nj) from resX1 as follows. 

 iXj tresnh ⊕= 1)(
 

(8)
 

And the response message can be verified as follows. 

 3

?

))(||||( Ajii resnhtTKNh =
 

(9) 

If the above equation hold, the user can confirm that the response message is generated by trust 
AaaS and authorize XaaS. Then user generates the response message resU1 to XaaS as follows. 

 
)1)((1 += jU nhhres

 (10) 

 

Step 6. As above message is received, XaaS verify the message resU1 as follows. 

 )1)(( 
?

1 += jU nhhres  (11) 

Only now is the legitimacy of the user manifested, XaaS ready for executing the user’s Cloud 
computing request.  

3    Analysis 

The analysis is divided into several parts as the condition mentioning before. More detail of the analysis and 
how our system can conquer the threat will be described as follows. 

3.1 A novel business model 

A novel business model on cloud computing service is proposed in this paper. Users are kept anonymous and 
untraceable on using the services on XaaS. Users do not have to leave sensitive information behind in XaaS but 
still can roaming in various cloud computing services. Courses will not store or get any user’s sensitive data. 
The “authentication” can be provided by AaaS as a kind of cloud computing services. AaaS can provide an 
effective authentication infrastructure in a centralized, location-transparent service. It will be attractive, interest-
ing, and convenient for users and engineers in cloud computing services. 

3.2 Anonymity 

 As the user requests for the services of XaaS, the request message reqUi is encrypted with AaaS’s public 
key. 

 
)||||( ijiPKiU tSIDTKNEpreq

AaaS
=

 
(12) 

It is impossible for anyone to get the user’s token. Only AaaS can use its secret key SKAaaS to decrypt reqUi to get 
user’s token TKNi , XaaS’s identity SIDj, and time ti. 

)()||||( UiSKiji reqDptSIDTKN
AaaS

=
 

The user’s identity or even the user’s token will not be revealed in our scheme. Such design can avoid XaaS to 
make any connection between users’ data and his identity.  
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3.3 Mutual Authentication  

Mutual authentication can be achieved amount AaaS, XaaS, and the user in our design. All transmitted message 
are well-protected. Without knowing the secret information, the attacker cannot obtain any useful information 
from the transmitted message. Since only AaaS can decrypt the user’s request reqUi by its secret key SKAaaS, and 
knows the corresponding secret information, ie user’s token TKNi and pre-share key. The response message 
(resA1, resA2, resA3, resA4) can ensure the legitimacy of AaaS. Similarly, user can ensure the legitimacy of AaaS 
once the following equation verified successfully. 

 3

?

))(||||( Ajii resnhtTKNh =  

After, only authorized XaaS and users can actually proceed with the following authentication process. Moreover, 
with the response message resX1 and resU1, both of XaaS and the user can authenticate with each other. Hence 
the mutual authentication will be achieved in our design. 

3.4 Simplicity and Practicability 

In this architecture, XaaS do not need to maintain authentication procedure, and can depend on AaaS to authen-
ticate the user. It can reduce the cost to maintain a secure environment for users’ sensitive information. This 
design is easy to be applied to the current cloud computing system without need of extra infrastructures. For a 
cloud computing users, they can roaming in various cloud computing services without leaving sensitive infor-
mation behind. Users are kept anonymous and untraceable on using the services on XaaS. It will attract users to 
use the XaaS without the need to convert the trust and privacy problem. Therefore, our design can bring more 
users to XaaS. 

4    Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a design of authentication-as-a-services (AaaS) architecture in cloud computing. We 
analyzed the propose business model, anonymity, mutual authentication, and simplicity and practicability. In our 
design, user’s sensitive information will not leak to XaaS. Moreover, user can roaming in various XaaS 
providers without re-registration and re-authentication. It will be attractive, interesting, and convenient for users 
and engineers in cloud computing services. 
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